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Submission
to the Environment and Planning Inquiry into Ecosystems Decline
Terms of Reference of the Inquiry
1. The extent of the decline of Victoria’s biodiversity and the likely impact on people and
ecosystems.
2. The adequacy of the legislative framework protecting Victoria’s environment and
ecosystems, particularly in the context of climate change impacts.
3. The adequacy and effectiveness of government programs.
4. Opportunities to restore the environment while upholding First Peoples’ connection to
Country.

Indigenous biodiversity/ecosystems of importance on the Bellarine
1. Waterways and riparian vegetation - important because they:
-

are an intrinsic part of our natural infrastructure.
provide connectivity
act as corridors for indigenous flora and fauna
are vital for the continued health of our Ramsar sites and other wetlands
provide aesthetic relief in the landscape
provide habitat, water and food for native fauna
are essential for the survival of our indigenous flora

Two waterways in particular deserve attention - Yarram Creek (the largest, draining the southern part of the
Bellarine to Swan Bay) and Frederick Mason Creek (the second largest, draining the northern part of the
Bellarine to Swan Bay).
2. Roadside vegetation - important because it:
-

serves as a bank of remnant vegetation and remnant ecosystems
is aesthetically pleasing
can be fire retardant if weed species kept out
creates charm and character in the rural landscape
serves as wildlife corridors
serves as flora corridors for regeneration

3. The coastline, including Swan Island 4. The various reserves, such as Edward’s Point, The Basin, Ocean Grove Nature Reserve, etc.
5. The old trees of the hinterland, such as several clusters of old remnant red gums. There are also scattered
remnants of individual trees throughout the hinterland.
6. Wetlands, and not only the Ramsar sites themselves, but the entire ecosystems that support them. This is in
fact what Ramsar advice is, to treat the ecosystem in the same way as the wetland itself. And not only the
Ramsar site wetlands, but all others on the Bellarine, which function as a network for birdlife.
Which of these are in decline? And what is causing this decline? (causes in bold)
1. Whether or not waterways and riparian vegetation are in decline depends on what you compare. There has
been a dramatic decline if we compare the present situation to what was there two hundred and fifty or even a
hundred years ago. However, compared to the denuded eroded gullies that had replaced our waterways by the
mid twentieth century, the present situation is a vast improvement.
There are many waterways without names on the Bellarine, many of which apparently deteriorated to erosion
gullies between 1930 and 1950. BLG (Bellarine Landcare Group) proposed a project once to name them all
(thereby giving them a perceived value), but the Place Names Committee had been replaced by COGG (City of
Greater Geelong) as the naming authority, and COGG made the process impossible to pursue. Years before I
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close in about five years). This was not a case of ignorance, but of putting financial considerations way
ahead of environmental ones. It was also a case of government institutions (the EPA and the CCMA –
Corangamite Catchment Management Authority- in particular) closing ranks and protecting local
government financial interests rather than heeding the community’s valid concerns for the environment.
Another contributing factor was that key management personnel had no environmental background, yet
made important decisions impacting the waterway.
2. Roadside vegetation
- during my childhood on the Bellarine, during the 1950s and 1960s, many of our roadsides were still wellvegetated with indigenous flora. Consequently they exuded character, charm, and aesthetic satisfaction. The
Queenscliff-Portarlington Road, for example, was a canopy of Allocasuarina verticillata, which made it a
pleasant event to just drive, ride or cycle along. Now, ever-widened and trees hacked back from overhead
wires or to save motorists from possible branch falls and to allow monstrous agricultural vehicles to use it, it has
lost its charm. Some of our minor roadsides, such as Manifold Road, Shepherds Road, Knights Road, Old St.
Leonards Road and Grassy Point Road still support significant indigenous vegetation and are still attractive.
However, I have heard local farmers describe them as “useful only as access for agricultural machinery”. Linked
to the size of industrial agricultural machinery, which is totally inappropriate for Bellarine agriculture, is the
need to cut back branches, remove trees, and widen roads. Huge agricultural machinery should be banned from
such minor roads. The machinery should change to suit the road rather than vice versa.
3. The Coast is under increasing pressure of expanding population. The associated dogs and cats, for
example, threaten coastline bird species. Car parks and access destroy indigenous vegetation. Historically (see
attachment) the coastal vegetation was deliberately razed for military reasons.
4. The various reserves are under increasing pressure from expanding housing and commercial
developments and the associated cats, dogs and weeds associated with them. In addition, once the housing
precincts are established, there often follows (misguided) disgruntlement about the perceived fire hazard of
the reserves.
5. Old trees of the hinterland.
Unbelievably, they are currently still being destroyed for housing and commercial expansion. They all need
total protection. And the ecosystems that support them must be restored so that they can regenerate, which they
will do readily if given the chance. In 2013 I fenced off two outliers and within a year there was a little forest of
self-sown red gums downwind of them.
One of the other reasons for decline is the increasing size of agricultural machinery, which requires vast
empty spaces to operate most efficiently. There was a recent case taken up by the VFF, where a clump of
remnant trees (not on the Bellarine) was razed to make it easier for the farmer to use machinery. The VFF
argued for the razing of the trees and won the case.
Over what length of time have you observed this?
I have observed the changes on the Bellarine over the last seventy years. .
Those of my father, who was born in Queenscliff, were from 1914 until 1984.
The role of Landcare and other groups
What is the role of the Bellarine Landcare Group (BLG) in countering decline and achieving
improvement?

2.1

BLG has played a key role in countering decline through:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.2

Offering information and advice
Financial assistance for environmental projects
Advocacy (eg Rabbits, Drysdale landfill, Bellarine Rail Trail)
Articulating community views regarding key strategies and other documents (eg DAL)
Field days (eg rabbits and planting)
Workshops (eg rabbits, weeds)
Establishing and running the indigenous plant nursery (thereby providing appropriate resources to
farmers and land managers)
Providing resources (eg direct seeder)
What positive roles have you observed other community groups playing?
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•
•
•
•

BCN (Bellarine Catchment network) – includes broader community
Friends groups – practical on-ground work (eg Friends of Edwards Point – weeding)
Otway Agroforestry – generates discussion and thinking about approaches and methods
Geelong Field Naturalist Group - bird counts, plant identification,
What limits or frustrates your efforts and success in halting or reversing ecosystem decline? Bear
in mind that the terms of reference are pretty broad here – programs as well as regulation (or
lack of them) can be considered.

2.3

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

lack of respect for, understanding of and adherence to environmental laws and principles by
others, even by local government
distorted value systems, that place money above all else and perceive the world to consist only of
elements to be exploited for profit, so that even the very existence of other species is secondary to
making money.
community fear of fire and the resultant perception that trees and vegetation are fire risks
reluctance of CFA to assist with burning off or cold burns
lack of practical assistance in actually controlling pest animals, not just providing information and
making it farmers’ responsibility to deal with them.
apparent inability of roadside slashers to distinguish between indigenous plants and environmental
weeds
the offset system, whereby destruction of native vegetation is compensated by planting elsewhere –
even though mature trees and remnant plant communities can probably never be replaced. They are
also often offset outside the Bellarine, so that our ecosystems are continually nibbled at the edges.
legislation regarding relationships with native animals. It is healthy and natural that people want to have
relationships with animals. However, our legislation in Victoria prohibits this with native animals, leading
most people to have a dog or a cat, both of which wreak havoc on indigenous ecosystems (which
include fauna as well as flora). Far better to allow (regulated) keeping of native animals, as I believe is
the case in South Australia. This would spark interest in and increased knowledge of and respect for our
native animals.
Ignorance - it would be good if an obligatory “orientation” course for new land owners on the Bellarine
(and elsewhere in the country) could impart some understanding of the fragility and uniqueness of our
ecosystems and practical advice of how to manage them appropriately.
Excessive use of and reliance on chemicals to solve problems.
What has assisted you to achieve and maintain success, and how can more of these positive
outcomes be achieved?

2.4

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Land for Wildlife publications inspire, motivate and inform– increased funding to this program would
broaden its impact
BLG advice
Moral and other support from the BLG community of like-minded people
Grants (eg, in my case, BLG sourced grants, the Biodiversity Grant, EBMP etc)
Persistence and pigheadedness in the wake of failure and criticism
Success generates dynamism, sparks enthusiasm, and drives further action.
Community groups such as Otway Agroforestry, which motivate and inform.

Rosalind Ellinger
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